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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document sets out the method and rationale for the creation of a national endowment fund for
education. The focus of the permanent fund will be to enable our schools to become the most
inspiring of all places for our nation’s children. Schools should be the most wonderful of all
institutions, they could be characterised by resources such as: beautiful and well stocked libraries,
planetariums, art galleries, electron microscopes, state-of-the-art audio-visual studios, life-size
dinosaur skeletons, stunning landscaped gardens, wondrous stained glass windows, great sculpture,
life-size replicas of WW2 planes, working models of jet engines, swimming pools, large meteorites
older than the earth, high impact cultural events such as concerts, ad infinitum. The Educational
Wealth Fund would seek to build and grow in perpetuity capital with the investment profits used to
create learning environments that are fit to inspire our children today and their children tomorrow.
Currently there is nothing like the EWF nationally nor globally in terms of vision or intended provision.
Despite living in one of the most intensely stimulating periods of human history, we are keeping our
children in psychologically depressing places with little focus on the facets of life that fulfill us as
humans; wide ranging data is telling us our children are currently going through a mental health crisis.
Britain’s society is one of the most unequal and least socially mobile in the developed world, with
those that can afford a world-class education maintaining full-spectrum cultural dominance – from
our judges to our BAFTA winners. Inequality is set to continue to rise. Despite sound empirical
evidence telling us that good teachers make the deciding contribution to educational outcomes, our
state schools are undergoing a recruitment crisis. Evidence shows that schools are trying to address
this by increasing class sizes, increasing pupil to teacher ratios, narrowing curricula, and in some cases
using Skype to deliver lessons so as to share teaching staff. In addition to this, our state schools lack
the ability to provide our children with enjoyable, inspiring, and fulfilling learning environments. As
one of the richest nations on Earth, it is clear we do not sufficiently value education.
The highly visible nature of the proposed projects will generate significant media coverage –especially
as many projects would be UK-firsts for our state schools. As such the EWF represents a unique
opportunity for businesses to demonstrate brand-leadership and secure greater and more sustainable
human capital in an increasingly globalised and knowledge-based economy. Schools will develop
proposals in conjunction with their local community and apply to the EWF for project funding. We
envision that the Educational Wealth Fund will bring about a cultural shift in the way education is
viewed and valued in our society, attract the best teaching talent into the profession and raise
academic attainment as a by-product of an enthralling, and emotionally fulfilling education. The EWF
is gaining wide ranging support from high profile and culturally significant British personalities, the
judiciary, captains of industry, philanthropists and through a grass-roots public campaign.
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INTRODUCTION
From Nobel Laureate, Sir Paul Nurse, to astronaut Tim Peake,
nearly all those that have made contributions to
contemporary British history cite the influence of a great
teacher and the fundamental importance of inspiration to
their success, with elite performance arising as a by-product
of enthrallment.
When astronauts, like Tim Peake, are sent into space, they
nearly all return with the same unintended life-long gift: the
overview effect, as it has become known, describes a
transformative cognitive shift in awareness. It refers to the
experience of seeing firsthand the reality of the Earth’s
position in space, which is immediately understood to be a
tiny, fragile ball of life, suspended in the void. From space,
national boundaries vanish, the conflicts that divide people
become less important, and the need to learn how to create a
planetary society with the united will to protect our pale blue
dot becomes both obvious and imperative. Astronauts leave
to discover space but come back with the unexpected gift of
having discovering the Earth.
With the twenty first century challenges of globalisation,
sustainable development, and increasing inequality we must
look at new approaches to ensure a greater and more even
distribution of our most precious resource – great teachers
and inspiring learning environments. The wide-ranging data
that should drive our national policy is clear and unequivocal
– we are propagating and accepting double standards in
regards to opportunity, while remaining indifferent to the
national fulfillment of a cliché, with those needing the most
receiving the least.
Great Britain is now one of the most unequal societies in the
developed world, where on average 9 children in a class of 30
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“…my teachers made
the world seem such an
interesting place and
encouraged my innate
curiosity.”
Sir Paul Nurse, Nobel Laureate

“…I had one teacher
who was very
inspirational in terms of
giving us opportunities
to do things…. life
changing.”
Tim Peake

are living in poverty1. Such inequality gives rise to intergenerational effects that negatively impact
directly on every aspect of our society: by the time students
start their GCSEs, there is a 28 per cent gap between
children receiving free school meals and their wealthier
Education, the key to achieving
peers in terms of the number achieving at least 5 A*-C GCSE
Sustainable Development Goals,
grades2.
is being held back by a chronic

lack of funding.
Equal access to education is indispensable for addressing
issues of poverty, socio-economic divides and sustainable
UN Report Sept. 2016
economic growth. As one of the world’s richest nations, all
of our schools should be world class centres of learning. So,
why aren’t they? The answer is all too obvious and uncomfortable - we do not sufficiently value
education, nationally nor globally.
We are in the centenary year of Sir Hubert Parry’s setting of William Blake’s poem Jerusalem to music
– a deliberate act that forever changed the importance and value of the poem to our nation, with
suggestions that it should even be adapted to become our national anthem. The original poem had
been in existence for over a century before it was deliberately reframed and repositioned in the
national consciousness with the intention to boost morale following the atrocities of the First World
War. Changing the way a nation views and values its cultural infrastructure can be altered with
purpose and as such we should not cease from trying to shift the perceived position of a fulfilling
education from the important periphery, towards the vital heart of British culture.
If we are to realise the wisdom that the overview effect gives us and allow sound empirical data on
inequality to drive our decisions, then it becomes the moral imperative to bring about our own
cognitive shift amongst our citizens of the binary importance of quality and equality in education. It is
the aspiration of the Educational Wealth Fund to be able to provide a stream of investment into
education that is not at the mercy of hard-pressed government budgets nor clouded by short-term
ideology. A stream of investment that focuses on attracting values-driven professionals through the
provision of inspiring learning environments and a new positive media narrative – an ever-increasing
stream of investment that is not just for our time, but for all time. This document provides the
rationale and method for action.

1

Department for Work and Pensions (Jun 2015), ‘Households below average income statistics’.

2

Department for Education (Feb 2015) ‘GCSE and Equivalent Attainment by Pupil Characteristics: 2014’.
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THE PROBLEMS
Countries around the world are reforming their education systems in order to address the challenges
of competition in an increasingly globalised and knowledge-based market. In response to this we
have identified three prime areas for focus: rising inequality, the mental health of our children, and
the recruitment and retention of highly effective teachers.

1: Rising inequality.
At the end of 2015, the Social Mobility and Child Poverty Commission (SMCPC) published a report
examining the position of social mobility within the UK. The Commission found that Britain has lower
social mobility levels than most comparable countries and income inequality has increased
significantly since 19793. The Commission also found that those who claim free school meals are only
half as likely to get five good (A*-C grade) GCSEs as their better-off peers with fewer than one in six
gaining two or more A-levels. Children supported by the Pupil Premium are also significantly less
likely to attend university4. The SMCPC report also found that there is a social divide between young
people who go onto university and those who do not, with these non-graduates, who tend to come
from low income backgrounds, ending up in low-progression careers2. Similarly, the Department of
Business, Innovation and Skills reports a 17% gap between those who claim free school meals and
those who do not, when it comes to attending higher education nationally. The government report
also suggests that independent schools and state selective schools have a much higher percentage of
children accessing the most selective higher education institutions than non-selective state schools5.
Unsurprisingly this translates to a differential in income levels in later life, with more than two-thirds
of the job vacancies in elite legal and city firms being filled by university graduates who have been
educated in private or grammar schools2. This is supported by recent research from the education
charity the Sutton Trust which found that elite professions were dominated by those who had either
been educated privately or at grammar schools6. The research showed that only 16% of Britain’s
senior doctors and one in 10 of its leading barristers were educated at state comprehensive schools.
Among judges in the High Court and Court of Appeal, the proportion was even smaller: 5% had
attended a comprehensive, compared with the 21% who had gone to selective schools and the 74%
who had been educated privately. In the military, only 12% of the army’s two-star generals and the
equivalent ranks in the Royal Navy and the RAF had attended a comprehensive; among prominent
journalists only 19%; among award-winning actors only 23%. Such inequality is mirrored in elite sport,
3

Social Mobility and Child Poverty Commission (Dec 2015), ‘State of the Nation 2015: Social Mobility and Child Poverty in Great Britain’.

4

Morrison, N (Jul 2014), TES ‘Rise in poor pupils applying to university, but they still trail behind’.

5

Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (Jul 2015), ‘Widening Participation in Higher Education’.

6

Kirby, P (Feb 2016), The Sutton Trust, ‘Leading People, The educational backgrounds of the UK professional elite’.
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where at the 2016 Rio Olympics 30% of all British medals were awarded to athletes that had attended
private fee-paying schools7. Currently 90% of the school-age population go to comprehensives and
only 5% to fee-paying schools, and so the cross-cultural dominance of the privately educated
represents a grossly disproportionate presence inside Britain’s elite institutions8.
A recent report by the Department for Education showed
that the percentage of state-educated pupils going on to
‘lifespan gap between rich and
universities and colleges in 2013/14 fell to 62%, from 66%
poor is widening for the first time
in the previous year9. This reduction is in light of recent
since the 1870’s.’
research from the think tank the Resolution Foundation
City University (Apr 2016)
which reported that Millennials are now at risk of
becoming the first ever generation to record lower
lifetime earnings than their predecessors, prompting Paul
Johnson, Director of the Institute of Fiscal Studies, to
comment that he ‘…fear[s] such intergenerational inequality w[ill] fuel wider inequality in society
because youngsters with rich parents w[ill] retain such an unfair advantage in the important years of
early adulthood’10. Wider intergenerational inequality is being fueled by greater marketisation of the
education sector with the existence of ‘private education by proxy’ where a favourable Ofsted rating
can lead to inflation in local house prices, with the segregation of those not able to keep up. In a
report presented to the Royal Economics Society, Dr. Iftikhar Hussain of Sussex University
demonstrated the link between small changes in school ratings and house prices: the average house
price in the UK is at almost £300k, meaning that a one-point improved Ofsted grade for a
comprehensive primary school puts typically £15,000 on the value of houses in the catchment area,
with richer households more willing and able to pay for higher quality schools11. Private education by
proxy extends into grammar schools: a 2013 study in south-east England by the Institute of Education
found that nearly three quarters of first year grammar school pupils had been privately tutored for
their entrance test, costing at least, £25 per hour with the Sutton Trust now estimating the British
tuition market to be worth some £2bn a year12.
Since the mid-1940s inequality and capital accumulation have risen across the developed world13.
This increasing global rise in general inequality is mirrored by increasing inequality in educational

7

The Sutton Trust (Aug 2016) ‘Education backgrounds of Olympic medalists’.

8

Jack, I (Feb 2016), The Guardian, ‘India’s caste system and British private education are hardly alike but both divide their societies’.

9

Department for Education (Aug 2016), ‘Widening participation on higher education: 2016.

10

Gardiner (Jul 2016), Resolution Foundation, ‘Stagnation generation and the case for renewing the intergenerational contract’.

11

Hackner, J (Mar 2016), ‘Findings presented to the Royal Economic Society conference at the University of Sussex’.

12

Kirby, P (Sept 2016), The Sutton Trust, ‘Shadow Schooling, private tuition and social mobility in the UK’.

13

Piketty, T. and Goldhammer, A. (2014) Capital in the twenty-first century.
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opportunity; no more clearly is this demonstrated than in the disparity of provision between private
and state education within the UK.
The deliberate introduction of market forces into the education system through greater parental
choice, selection by ability, free schools and multi-academy mergers and acquisitions; means that
schools which struggle to attract pupils pay the price with reduced funding. Although market forces
are supposed to increase attainment standards, in practice it benefits higher socio-economic groups at
the expense of others. In the same way, market forces predict that some schools may find themselves
in collaborative isolation as resource distribution is skewed amongst competitors. Collaboration is
vital for sharing the best practices, local capacity building, and in developing a wider philosophy of a
self-improving school-led system which is united around a common purpose. Evidence suggests that
increased choice and competition has not led to higher educational standards14.
The world-renowned economist and Centennial Professor
at the LSE’s International Inequalities Institute, Thomas
Piketty, argues that, gross inequality arises when the rate
of return on capital (r) is greater than the rate of economic
growth (g) over the long term. The result is an ever-greater
concentration of wealth in the hands of the few. If we
analyse this from the perspective of a marketised
education system which favours higher socioeconomic
classes, then reducing the gap in life opportunity between
‘the rich and the rest’ is set to become one of our greatest social challenges. Applying the principles of
Piketty’s equation to education suggests we have system where market forces determine that the rate
of return on privately held educational capital will always be greater than the rate of growth of social
opportunity. The implications of this are profound, as it means that societies leaders will be
increasingly and forever disconnected from the majority of the population – as wealth and
opportunity become ever more concentrated in the hands of the few. The consequences of this are
currently being felt across Europe and the Atlantic with the rise of populist, anti-establishment,
political movements.

r>g

14

Gibbons, S et al (2007) London School of Economics, ‘The educational impact of parental choice and school competition’.
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In a survey carried out by the Schools, Students and Teachers Network and Arcadis some 84% of
publicly funded schools are either currently running a budget deficit or expect to have one within the
next three years15. The findings form part of a report looking at how schools have been forced to
change or adapt working practices to overcome funding pressures. Among the money-saving
strategies being employed by schools, the survey finds that increasing class sizes and pupil-to-staff
ratios are the most common, with some schools using Skype to deliver lessons in order to share
teaching staff. Other schools are cutting costs by reducing the number of qualified teachers and
increasing the number of unqualified teaching staff. State schools have been facing rising costs for
some time, including increased employee pension contributions, inflation, and the government’s one
per cent pay award to teaching staff. In April 2016, the Institute of Fiscal Studies reported that schools
are facing the most severe budget cuts since the 1970s and predicted reductions of at least seven per
cent in per-pupil funding by 202016. Our state schools are dealing with this while simultaneously
undergoing pressure to improve narrowly defined pupil outcomes, implement extensive curriculum
reform, and cope with a crisis in recruitment (detailed later). Perhaps though, the biggest challenge
amongst these pressures is achieving clarity of what it is we are trying to achieve with our education
system.

15

Chamber, P (et al) SSAT and Arcadis (Sept 2016), ‘How financial constraints are driving schools to do things differently’.

16

Belfield, C and Sibieta, L, Institute for Fiscal Studies (Apr 2016) ‘Long-run trends in school spending in England’.
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CASE STUDY
Shenley Brook End in Milton Keynes is a non-selective
comprehensive school which is regarded by OFSTED as a ‘good
school’. Its 2016 GCSE results were above the national
average at 69% A*-C (including English and maths). The school
has recently gone through an extensive new-build programme
in order to cater for an expanding local population that will
see its total headcount rise to over 1,800 students, making it
amongst the largest secondary schools in the UK. The school’s
new build programme was completed in 2016 costing £7
million and included new science laboratories, English
classrooms, an enlarged theatre, and an extended sports hall
and library facilities. Like most comprehensive schools across
the country, Shenley Brook End struggles to recruit in key
areas. St. Paul’s independent school in West London has a
headcount of approximately half that of Shenley Brook End at
900 students, and charges fees up to £12k per term. The
school has also recently experienced a new-build programme,
except they are not expanding to accommodate more children
– they are building to increase the quality of their provision.
St. Paul’s new science building was completed in 2013 as part
of their first phase of a £77 million development, and has
become the first school in the country to house a scanning
electron microscope. Their new science block and courtyard
building won a Civic Trust Award in 2013 and a Royal Institute
of British Architects Award in 2015. This brief introduction is
nothing more than a mere hint at the disparity in vision and
educational provision that we allow to exist within British
society. St. Paul’s school sends more students to Oxbridge
annually than Shenley Brook End has since it’s opening in
1997; indeed, St. Paul’s sends twice as many students to
Oxbridge, per annum, than all the secondary schools in Milton
Keynes, combined17.

17

Estimation based on an average of one student per year for each of the 12 secondary schools in Milton Keynes.
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‘…schools in the area are
sharing details of
unsuccessful - but
suitably qualified applicants just to try and
fill vacancies.’
Ian Tett, Head Teacher, Oakgrove,
Milton Keynes

‘We feel privileged to
have been provided with
such an amazing facility
and it is a great
testament to the
architects that their
vision is both so inspiring
to work in and to look
at.’
Ken Zetie, Head of Science
St. Paul’s, London.

2: The mental health of our children.
Our children live in the most intensely stimulating periods of human history, with smart phones, social
media networks, high definition immersive gaming and augmented reality readily available. For most,
however, their learning environments do not reflect or take any account of this.
National data is consistently telling us that our children
are currently experiencing a mental health crisis, with the
number of young people who have presented to A&E with
a psychiatric condition more than doubling since 200918.
Mental health problems are now, on average, affecting
three young people in a class of thirty19. It is arguably
harder being a young person in Britain today than it has
ever been.

‘We are at a risk of medicalising
childhood by focusing on the
symptoms rather than the causes.’
Natasha Devon MBE, former DfE
Mental Health Champion

With our national educational policy shifting to put greater emphasis on attainment, there is a danger
that young people can become disconnected from their sense of self-worth if they believe that their
value at school is conditional on academic performance. Although the introduction of Progress 8
attempts to address this by measuring the attainment of all children (not just those reaching the old
A*-C benchmark), the demands of the English Baccalaureate aspect of Progress 8 as a school
performance measure is ensuring children are forced into a narrower curriculum at the expense of
creative subjects. The vast majority of education based research regarding the ‘non-academic’ and
creative disciplines, such as the arts, sports and
technical subjects seeks to use them as a mechanism
to increase academic performance (of which there is
limited evidence), rather than accepting them as a
noble pursuit in themselves. It is widely accepted that
the arts are an an effective way to promote creativity
and instill a sense of enjoyment and personal
wellbeing. As such, there is a growing disconnect
between children’s lives inside the classroom and their lives outside of school, as curriculum content
and attainment dominate the philosophy of learning. This is despite research indicating that most
parents want a more balanced academic and technical education that is more reflective of their child’s
talents20.

18

Lamb, N, Minister of State, Department of Health written response to question (23 Feb 2015), Hansard Source.

19

Department of Health (2015), ‘Future in Mind: promoting, protecting and improving young people’s mental health and wellbeing’.

20

Baker Dearing Educational Trust (Oct 2015), reported on the University Technical Colleges website.
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Our young people are, in too many cases, being kept inside psychologically depressing places21, with
the added pressure of narrowly defined academic performance, despite the mounting evidence that it
is the wider non-cognitive skills such as motivation, perseverance and self-control that underpin not
only academic success, but success within the labour market22.
Our educational philosophy is narrowly equating test
results with a high-quality education – to quote
educational psychologist Dr. Joseph Renzulli, we are
entering a new model of the Three R’s: ‘ramremember-regurgitate’23.
It would be a mistake to think that a broad education,
high academic attainment and the development of
non-cognitive skills are somehow mutually exclusive –
as is shown by the full spectrum dominance of privately educated professionals from the BAFTAS to
the criminal justice system. As yet, what has been overlooked by all available research is the effect
that delivering such a restrictive educational programme will have on the recruitment and retention of
teachers who value the merits of a broader, well-rounded, and enjoyable educational experience.
In order to attract and retain the best talent in a competitive labour market, leading companies
around the world are realising that they must provide working environments that are conducive to a
sense of health and wellbeing. There have been many studies on the impact of physical environments
on the health and wellbeing of people – particularly in hospital patients, where the health benefits of
providing access to natural views and quality space to relax are widely recognised24. It therefore
seems only common sense that we should apply this understanding when developing places where
our children will spend the majority of their formative time. In the same way, the mental health of
our teachers should be regarded as equal importance as the mental health of our children.
3: Recruiting talent.
In a teacher survey conducted by the Association of Teachers and Lecturers, two thirds of respondents
(64%) reported when asked ‘what they thought might stop people wanting to become teachers’ that
lack of respect for the profession was the primary cause. In the same survey a trainee primary school
teacher from Yorkshire said: “I am a trainee but have noticed teachers are constantly berated in the
press and morale in education seems to be very low”. This research mirrors a report from OECD on
21

Royal Institute of British Architects (2011), ‘Pupils and teachers deserve better than flatpack schools’.

22

Gutman, L. and School, I (Nov 2013), Institute of Education, ‘The impact of non-cognitive skills on outcomes for young people’.

23

Hasan, M (Dec 2011), The Guardian, ‘Our school exam system is no longer fit for purpose’.

24

Hassard, J. and Cox, T (Dec 2013), University of London, ‘The physical work environment and work related stress’.
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‘Attracting, Developing and Retaining Effective Teachers’ which notes that in order to address teacher
shortages the image and status of the profession must be raised along with the conditions of
employment25.
In March 2016, the government published a white paper on
education. The chapter detailing how it would address
recruitment and retention offers little fresh thinking, with
proposals including: financial incentives for shortage subjects;
better support for newly qualified teachers; paid internships;
new schemes for those returning to teaching; new training
standards; a new website; a new college of teaching and a
new magazine26. However, the conclusions from the public
accounts committee report published soon after reflect the
experiences of head teachers across the country. ‘The
Department for Education does not understand, and shows
little curiosity about, the size and extent of teacher shortages
…Despite repeatedly missing its targets, the Department
shows no sense of leadership or urgency in making sure there
are sufficient new teachers to meet schools’ future needs27’. But perhaps the most striking statistic
amongst the report was the revelation that the Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education
estimates that 5,500 extra teachers with a specialism in maths are needed just to teach the maths
lessons that are currently being taught by teachers who do not hold an A-level in the subject. One
analysis of Government figures, reported in the Guardian, suggests that two out of five newly
qualified teachers quit the profession within one year28.
There are many issues surrounding the recruitment of teachers but what is certain is that we not only
need to attract greater numbers, particularly in shortage subjects, but perhaps as crucially we need to
attract the right type of people to the profession – chiefly those individuals that are able to inspire a
love for the learning process. Anecdotal evidence, which each of us have from our own school
experiences on the importance of good quality teaching, is backed up by wide ranging empirical data.
Professor John Hattie, of the University of Melbourne, undertook a meta-analysis of thousands of
studies from around the world that have been carried out on educational attainment, with the central
aim of quantifying the impact of different approaches to rising attainment. He concluded that, other

25

OECD (Jun 2005), ‘Teachers Matter: ‘Attracting, developing and retaining effective teachers’.

26

Department for Education (Mar 2016), ‘Educational Excellence Everywhere’.

27

The Committee of Public Accounts (Jun 2016), ‘Training new teachers’.

28

Weale, S (Mar 2015), The Guardian, ‘Four in 10 new teachers quit within a year’.
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than the raw cognitive ability of the child herself, only one variable really counts: ‘What teachers do,
know and care about’. These conclusions are perhaps summarised most eloquently by the McKinsey
report into ‘how the world’s best performing schools come out on top’; the report asserted: ‘The
quality of an education system cannot exceed the quality of its teachers29’. Recent research from the
Sutton Trust investigating teacher impact showed that during one year with a very effective maths
teacher, pupils gained 40% more in their learning30.

The evidence shows clearly that a child at a bad school taught by a good teacher is better off than one
with a bad teacher at a good school. What’s more, the benefits of having been in the class of a good
teacher cascade down the years; the same is true of the penalty for having had a bad teacher. Such
effects do not fall evenly upon the population, with the children who gain most from good teachers
coming from disadvantaged homes in which parental time, money, and books are in short supply.
Being in the classroom of a great teacher is the best hope these children have of catching up with
their more fortunate peers. The McKinsey report, the Hattie meta-analysis, research from the OECD,
and data from the Sutton Trust all emphasise the importance of not just getting people to become
teachers but getting the right people to become teachers. As such, we should be doing all that we can
to ensure that the best values-driven people are drawn to work in our comprehensive schools, and
recognising that teaching is often cited as one of the most stressful occupations, with reports detailing
how teachers are frequently leaving school feeling both mentally and physically exhausted31.

29

McKinsey and Company (Sept 2007), ‘How the world’s best performing school systems come out on top.

30

The Sutton Trust (Sept 2011), ‘Improving the impact of teachers on pupil achievement’.

31

Wiggins, K (Jun 2015), TES, ‘Teaching is among the top three most stressed occupations’.
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OUR VISION
As one of the richest nations on Earth, our children should come to see a world-class education as a
right and not a luxury – anything less should be viewed with total intolerance. The value of a lifeaffirming and enjoyable education which inculcates the virtues of character development cannot be
measured in grades alone. We aim to give schools the ideas and resources that focus on the provision
of stunning imaginative and creative places that allow our children to be engaged, challenged and
deeply inspired. Most of all we aim to provide more opportunities for our children to find their
passion. We want our comprehensive schools to be able to attract and retain the best teaching talent,
and so we aim to improve learning environments so that they become psychologically warmer and
more wonderful places for all to be in – our children and our future society deserve nothing less. Our
vision for the role of the EWF in the future of British education is explained here under the titles of
repositioning, reframing and refocusing. We aim to bring about a momentous change in the way
education is valued, funded, and reported on in the UK.

Repositioning – moving education into the heart of British culture
In 2013 The National College for School Leadership sent 23 National Leaders in Education to the
Shanghai and Ningbo regions of China with participants observing the teaching of maths and science
in selected schools following the regions’ consistently high performances in Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA) rankings. The report noted the startling cultural differences
between these regions and the UK in terms of the value placed on education32. One of the
recommendations in the report was that there should be a national campaign to ingrain the
paramount importance of high-level literacy, mathematical and scientific skills for our children. The
National College’s call for a repositioning of British attitudes towards education mirrors calls by
UNESCO33 and the OECD25 on the need to improve, globally, the image and status of the teaching
profession. Schools must be inspirational places to walk past, they must be inspirational places to
work in, for both staff and children, and equally, their successes must be well-communicated to
project a positive media image in order to make the profession more attractive to future recruits. The
National College report makes clear the impact of the high value Asian families place on education - a
value which is repeatedly reinforced in Asian culture and folklore. The report also highlights that one
of the main reasons these regions score so highly in these rankings is not because of the performance
of their top students - but because of the small gap between high and low performers; high quality is
matched with high equality.

32

National College for School Leadership (Jan 2013), ‘Report into maths and science teaching in the Shanghai region’.

33

UNESCO (Oct 2016), reported on their website.
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The EWF aspires to bring about a repositioning of education so that it is at the centre of our national
philosophy, a cognitive shift in the national consciousness and changed perception of all that
education can be. The UK has a long history of repositioning previously accepted (and often deeprooted) societal norms from the hard-won rights of universal suffrage in the 1920s to the removal of
corporal punishment from schools in the 1980s, and the public disapproval of drink driving, sex
discrimination, racism and homophobia. Now is the time to adopt the real underlying reason for
Asian success in PISA rankings - and that means developing a new education focused culture;
embracing the mantra ‘without education - nothing’. Yet perhaps more significantly, we should strive
to ensure this cultural mantra does not simply comply with the current move towards a reductionist
educational policy, but adapt it so that it becomes the aspirant which demands and supports a wellrounded, diverse experience that focuses on the virtues of inspiration and ambition. The nature of
the proposed projects (detailed overleaf) as well as the fundraising and marketing strategies of the
EWF are purposefully designed to act to move education into the heart of our culture.
Reframing – igniting passion in our children
We believe that every child should have the entitlement to being inspired by their place of study and
so we aim to develop projects that give our children’s learning environments the ‘wow-factor’. We
aim to bring about nothing less than a revolution in the
funding of creative, wondrous and inspiring educational
places – in perpetuity. For learning to flourish as a
‘Education is not the filling of a pail,
philosophy that truly grips a nation we need to be
but the lighting of a fire.’
deeply proud of our institutions and resolute in our
W. B. Yeats, Nobel Laureate
collective responsibility to build wonderful places for
our children to learn in: a new sense of civic pride is
needed. We aim to make our schools more attractive
and compelling places that appeal to teachers, students, the local community and future generations
in equal measure.
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Refocusing – clarity in what we value
We intend to focus on providing the infrastructure that
enables the development of an inspiring and emotionally
fulfilling education. This would mean that the development of
human character is seen as important as academic
attainment. We aim to provide the infrastructure that allows
for a louder positive narrative about education and the virtues
of being involved in its delivery and leadership. In a survey of
trainee and newly qualified teachers published in the
Guardian, the Association of Teachers and Lecturers (ATL)
union found that the most popular reason for joining the
teaching profession was a desire to make a difference – cited
by 75% of over 850 people surveyed34. The same survey also
investigated the reasons why teachers leave the profession:
negative stories about teaching in the press was cited as the
second most popular reason after workload. This follows an
OECD report which found that two-thirds of teachers felt
undervalued35.
We seek to change this narrative. We will raise recruitment
levels by inspiring our future teachers into the classroom and
produce a clear and constant message - that British society
values great education. Intrinsic to this is the development of
a deeper sense of pride, ownership, and responsibility
amongst communities for their schools. Above all forms of
civic pride, it should be our educational institutions that
inspire us the most and therefore the should become the
biggest draw for our future teachers.

34

Marsh, S (Jan 2015), The Guardian, ‘Five top reasons people become teachers – and why they quit’.

35

OECD (Jul 2013), ‘Teaching and learning international survey’.
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‘Part of the problem is
the multitude of
opinions and lack of
clarity on exactly what it
is an education should
do.’
Sir Ken Robinson

‘…only one variable really
counts: What teachers
do, know and care
about…’
Prof John Hattie

FUTURE PROJECTS COULD INCLUDE:
The projects detailed below are a mere introduction to the
inspirational infrastructure that we believe should be a
characteristic of all of our schools.
Dinosaur Skeletons
Imagine a life size dinosaur skeleton walking out of the school
entrance. Imagine the feeling it would create amongst our children,
the message it would send about the value we place on inspiration;
imagine the effect it would have as a focal point for the local community and the new sense of pride it would
stimulate.
Climbing Walls
Imagine a school that encourages children to challenge their fears, accept
failure as part of the learning process, take risks and push themselves
beyond what was initially thought possible – all while having fun. None of
these highly prized character traits are reflected in any test but we
intrinsically know they are a vital part of education.
Planetariums
Imagine your child coming home to tell you that today she has flown through
the stars and visited other worlds. The real question to ask is: why don’t all
schools have the ability to immerse young hearts and minds in such a way?
Astronomical Laboratories
Imagine astronomical laboratories with attached observatories combining
excellent telescopes with teaching facilities, allowing our children to see the
celestial mechanics at work in our solar system - inspiring the next generation of
space engineers, astronauts, and astronomers whilst attracting the best physics
teachers into the comprehensive sector.
World Class Art
Imagine the feeling created by a school that is able to display critically acclaimed
art by local artists. This will enable the cutting of the demographic divide that prevents many from experiencing
such art later in life, helping to create a greater sense of wellbeing in the school and belonging to the
community.
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Evolution you can touch
Imagine seeing a series of skeletons showing the evolutionary anatomy of a
particular species through time such as series of elephant, dolphin or ape
skeletons. As can be seen to wonderful effect in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
Desktop Scanning Electron Microscopes
Imagine allowing our children to see the
world as never before with scanning
electron microscopes. Imagine the effect on
future science teachers. Only one school in
the UK has a SEM – and it costs £12k a term
to go there.
Immersive Rooms
Imagine a 4D Immersive room with the ability to allow our children to travel in space
and time and become absorbed within their learning environment. This has been
shown to be transformative for the delivery of history lessons.
Comfortable working environments for teachers
Imagine the effect on recruitment and retention for
schools with challenging demographics - mimicking
the provision set by world class corporate
environments.
The Awe of Deep Time
Imagine liberating the brilliant ‘museum idea’ of a
Wall of Life with hundreds of models and exhibits
showing the beguiling passage of deep time.

Tangible History
Imagine seeing a life-size Supermarine Spitfire locked in
suspended flight and the visual impact this would have
on parents, visitors and students.
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The Best of British
Imagine real and life-size models of Mars landers, satellites, Rolls
Royce jet engines and perhaps even Virgin Galactic’s Space Ship One showcasing the best of British creative engineering and ambition.
Beyond the Earth
Imagine placing your hands on,
contemplating, and discussing the origins
of an asteroid that is older than the Earth
itself.
Libraries with Majesty
Imagine a school library that is a wonder to
walk into. A comfortable place that has a
warmth and gravitas reflective of its significance to learning and the development of our society.

Sustainable Thinking
Imagine a school that allows our children to see the real-time link
between their actions, their impact, and their responsibilities. A school
that has sustainable development written into its fabric. A carbon
neutral school with wind turbines, solar cells, ground source heating,
kinetic flooring, and bio-digesters that all link to live infographic
energy displays. Our future leaders must be able to draw a connection
between their actions today and their impact on tomorrow.
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Art Galleries
Imagine beautiful, permanent galleries to display student and
community art – a clear signal that creative work is regarded with
equal importance to academic attainment.
Attracting and Retaining the Best
Imagine if schools in challenging areas were able to attract the
best hard-to-reach talent with
subsidised housing – in the
same way many private feepaying schools do.
Creative Production
Imagine state-of-the-art audio-visual green-screen recording studios for film
and music production and the impact on our future creative talent.

Life Under Water
Imagine large wildlife ponds being created so our children can learn
about the functioning ecosystems that sustain the Earth. How can we
expect our children to look after the planet if they don’t understand it.
Blue Sky Rooms
Imagine creative thinking spaces
allowing for freedom and clarity
of thought.
Appreciation of Nature
Imagine our children attending
schools that are beautiful – places created not because they raise
attainment but because they raise what it is to enjoy existence.
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Outside In
Imagine giving our children spaces where they can be outside of
their standard classrooms to learn, create and relax.
Mesmerising Kinetic Art
Imagine the press coverage that will detail how our children are
adapting algorithms to program and change the mood and feeling
of their school with kinetic art, linking beauty, creativity, and
mathematics.
The Atmosphere
Imagine our schools having purpose built gas storage
facilities to hold
nitrogen, oxygen and
carbon dioxide,
allowing science
teachers to
demonstrate the
amazing properties of
the gases that surround our planet.
Beautiful Architecture
Imagine our schools not as dull uninspiring places that
exude value for money, but as places of architectural
wonder and warmth. Places that resonate with their
pivotal role and deep value to their community and wider
society. Schools that make use of the biophilic effect
which has been shown to reduce stress and increase a
sense of wellbeing. The World Health Organisation has
expressed serious concern at the UK’s 54% rise in
antidepressant prescriptions for children36 - as such it is
ever more important we ensure our educational
infrastructure creates a sense of psychological fulfillment.

36

Mental Health Foundation (Mar 2016), ‘Unprecedented rise in children being prescribed antidepressants’.
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High-Impact Cultural Events
Imagine your local school hosting a unique event that brings together world-class musicians to work with and
inspire our children’s talents and creative ambition. In a time of global education system reform, where
governments around the world are prioritising narrow academic attainment in favour of STEM subjects, it is
important we don’t forget that the arts are critical to a sense of wellbeing and help students engage and
succeed in all academic areas. Such events would be priceless, unforgettable moments in our children’s learning
journey.

Outdoor Classrooms
Imagine the warmth of feeling that would be brought with outdoor
classroom facilities which would allow our children and their
teachers to enjoy their learning environments and escape their
usual, dull boxes. We know that greenspaces make us happy.
Global Stage
Imagine giving our schools the opportunity to host their best
Shakespearian performances in a wonderful, inspirational setting.
Life Saving
Imagine a country where more than half of 7-11 year old children
cannot swim, where 40% of non-swimmers have never been
offered a lesson, a country where drowning is the third highest
cause of accidental death in children37. We can change this.

37

ASA and Kellogg’s (May 2012), ‘Learning the lesson, the future of school swimming’.
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Stained Glass
Imagine walking into a school that invokes a sense of depth of thought, warmth
of feeling and importance to us all. Stained glass has been used for centuries as
a way to tell stories and help people appreciate light, space, and craftsmanship.
Immersive History
Imagine bringing Wilfred Owen’s harrowing descriptions of the First World War
to life, not by sitting in a dull classroom but while standing in a muddy trench,
as a whistle blows. Imagine a teenage boy writing his own poetry in response
to this experience in an immersive dugout with the sights, sounds, and smells
of trench life as the ground rumbles beneath him. Imagine the effect on his
reflective prose, the conversations he will have that night with his parents, and
the questions which will form in his mind about the politics which led us to war.
Experience is a better guide than the words of others.

Sculpture
Imagine a centre of learning that becomes a source of community pride, a place that resonates with great
importance and permanence.

As a nation, we need to be honest with ourselves about the current level of significance we place on our
children’s learning environments. The problem is not that we are aiming too high and failing – rather it is that
we are aiming too low and succeeding. What do we want our children’s learning environments to look and feel
like? If it can be imagined, then it can be achieved. All we need is the political will to make it happen. The
rest is rather simple.
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A FUNDING REVOLUTION
As parents, teachers, and our nation’s children are adapting to greater marketisation of our education
system it seems logical that we should seek to develop market philosophy so that it delivers on
addressing the problems of rising inequality, mental wellbeing, and the problems of recruitment and
retention.
The Texas Permanent School Fund was set up one year after the publication of Solomon Northup’s
Twelve Years a Slave in 1854, with an initial endowment of
USD $2m. The fund is today worth over USD $36bn with
investment profits being used to fund entirely the state’s
primary and secondary schools38. The Louisiana Education
Quality Trust Fund followed some years later with the
purpose of providing diverse educational enrichment
programs; this fund is now worth over USD $1.2bn and since
its inception has provided over USD $1.5bn in investment
earnings39. Now is the right time to develop a unique
endowment fund that uses the best of market forces to help
‘Over a long period of time, the
our comprehensive schools develop truly stunning and
main force in favour of greater
inspiring places for our young people. Funding for the
equality has been the diffusion
projects, exampled above, would come from the investment
of knowledge and skills’.
profits derived from the creation of an Educational Wealth
Thomas Piketty
Fund – an endowment fund that would preserve and grow
the value of perpetuity capital while providing a sustainable
income stream to fund exciting and inspirational projects in
our state funded comprehensive schools. A fund that will be managed with the knowledge and
foresight that the majority of its beneficiaries have yet to be born. The EWF would employ a regulated
investment manager that would have full delegated authority for investment decisions according
prescribed ethical investment policies. Some projects may mean that schools will incur increased
ongoing costs (such as increased maintenance); where these costs are deemed significant this could
attract some transfer of funds by way of devolved endowments so that schools do not experience
cash losses in the long term.

38

Texas Permanent School Fund (Aug 2015), Annual report.
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Reilly, K (2014), ‘LEQTF report’.
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The number of wealth funds have increased dramatically in the last fifteen year with the majority of
these designed exclusively for the purpose of increasing the capital wealth of their already wealthy
investors. In the context of Thomas Piketty’s work on the projected rise of inequality and today’s deep
connection between wealth and educational opportunity - now is the time to act. The EWF seeks to
build capital wealth with the sole aim of using this to build the foundations of greater human capital
amongst those that need it the most. There is nothing like the EWF in the UK, or the world, in terms of
vision or anticipated provision.
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Many of the projects suggested by the EWF would be UK-firsts for our
comprehensive schools and, as such, would attract regional, national and
global media interest.
£1 million invested in the EWF would provide:
One school with a mounted life-size dinosaur skeleton; per
year, every year, forever.
£10 million invested in the EWF would provide:
Five schools with mounted life-size dinosaur skeletons.
One school with a state-of-the-art immersive room; per year,
every year, forever.
£50 million invested in the EWF would provide:
Ten schools with mounted life-size dinosaur skeletons.
One school with an on-site, purpose built, rock-climbing
centre.
One school with a planetarium; per year, every year, forever.
£100 million invested in the EWF would provide:
Ten schools with walk-through life-size working models of
Rolls Royce’s Trent 1000 jet engine.
Five schools with impressive meteorite collections.
Two schools with state-of-the-art music and video recording
studios.
Two schools with world-class visually stunning libraries.
One school with a used Soyuz re-entry capsule; per year, every
year, forever.
£500 million invested in the EWF would provide:
Fifty schools with industrial gas storage facilities.
Ten schools with specially displayed life-size replicas of
Supermarine Spitfires.
Eight schools with the ability to become carbon neutral.
Five schools with swimming pools and devolved endowments
to run and maintain them.
Five schools with 4D immersive WW1 replica trenches and
landscaped fields of remembrance.
Two schools with research grade scanning electron
microscopes and purpose built laboratories to house them.
Two schools, which have significant recruitment problems,
with the ability to purchase cluster homes to rent to teachers
at subsidised rates.
One school community with a high impact, internationally
significant cultural event; per year, every year. FOREVER
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‘The Oxford University
Endowment Fund has
returned 9.3%
annualised since
2009…’

‘…the fund has grown
from £417m in
January 2009 to
£1.9bn at the end of
2015, driven by both
performance and new
inflows into the Fund.’

‘… has distributed in
excess of £321m since
2009.’
The Oxford Funds Report
2015

ACCESSING FUNDS
Schools would apply to the EWF to fund initiatives that would be scored against predetermined
criteria weighted to favour projects that:

1:

Provide students with a sense of awe, inspiration and wonder with a focus on a ‘beyond the
curriculum experience’ and the all-round development of human character.

2:

Enhance the school environment, making them more aesthetically and psychologically
appealing places while stimulating a sense of civic pride.

3:

Can demonstrate community involvement in project design and development as well as being
able to demonstrate a long-term benefit to the wider community with a focus on local culture
and heritage.

4:

Will provide a positive image for the teaching profession and make the school a more
attractive and retentive place for teaching staff.

5:

Address the priorities highlighted by the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,
particularly the priorities on Clean Energy, Inclusivity, Responsible Consumption, Climate
Change, Life Under Water, Life on Land and Partnerships40.

In addition to being scored against the above criteria schools applying to the fund would be expected
to conduct a wellbeing audit in order to encourage a greater awareness and focus on the wider
wellbeing of their students. Schools would also be expected to have in place ethical and sustainable
purchasing policies as agreed through their governing body.

40

United Nations (2016), ‘Transforming our world, the 2030 agenda for sustainable development’.
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THE BUSINESS CASE
The media-friendly and visible nature of the proposed
projects will offer corporate investors a completely new
platform to promote their organisations values and show
innovative and unique brand leadership while fulfilling
commitments to their corporate social responsibility. A 2014
survey revealed that the public are sceptical of corporations’
motives for engaging with corporate responsibility with 61%
of those surveyed agreeing that corporate responsibility is
‘just a PR exercise for businesses’. The long-term vision and
multi-generational impact of the EWF offers a unique counter
perspective to this oft-cited skepticism. From the same
survey, 70% of respondents agreed that ‘businesses have an
obligation to support the local communities in which they
operate’41. The unique projects of the EWF will be immediately
tangible, visible, and impactful within local communities, and
over many generations. There is nothing like the EWF in the
UK and as such it offers a distinct opportunity to demonstrate
visionary long-term brand leadership as the chance to create a
lifetime legacy is uniquely appealing.
It is the aspiration of the EWF that, as well as a campaign to
raise funds amongst corporate clients, prominent cultural
figures and philanthropists there will a national grass-roots
campaign. The grass-roots campaign, although predicted to
raise less capital, is just as important in realising one of our
key aims – namely a shift in culture that elevates the value of,
and pride in, our comprehensive education system.
The EWF would encourage supporting companies to adopt
matched giving and payroll giving amongst its staff –
accordingly these methods are not offered by over half of the
employers (53% and 52% respectively) represented in a recent
(2014) survey of businesses37. Such corporate efforts will be
in concert with national and local campaigns with supporters
41

“….there is no more
powerful link than
‘…strategic priority
that
between
an City
number
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sustainable
economic
ensure
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development…”
foundation for economic
growth.’
Milton Keynes Skills Strategy
Report 2015

“…it is an investment
that makes sense
now
for business,
‘…
a major
shortageforof
youth
and for staff is
good teaching
building
more to
a major threat
equitable
sustainableand
economic
prosperous
growth’.
Milton Keynes Skills Strategy
societies.”
Report 2015

Irina Bokova, Director General,
UNESCO

The Varkey Foundation (Jan 2015), ‘Business Backs Education, creating a baseline for corporate CSR spend on global education initiatives’.
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encouraged to display their support through car and house window stickers, lapel badges, and social
media methods. Companies would also be encouraged to display their support through an EWF wall
plaque and their own PR vehicles. Research suggests that investment in education through the
projects and methods proposed by the EWF would have a positive impact on corporate image, staff
loyalty, and the long-term supply of well-educated well-rounded future human capital.
The amount of money raised and distributed would certainly be a performance indicator but it would
not necessarily be a measurement of success. Project impact and success would be measured a
number of ways, such as the volume of positive media coverage generated, the number of people
reached by such coverage, student and teacher perceptions of their learning environments before and
after projects, and by comparing national perceptions of education vs local perceptions where
projects have taken place as well as local community interest, take-up, and commitment to the EWF. A
central theme of the EWF will be teacher perceptions of how they are valued by society.

Many of the projects suggested by the EWF would be UK-firsts
for our comprehensive schools and, as such, would attract
regional, national and global media interest.
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PIONEER PROJECT: MILTON KEYNES
The ‘new city’ of Milton Keynes is itself testament to a
pioneering long-term vision that has always sought to
create better places for people. Moreover, if we look at
the historic educational picture for Milton Keynes, as a
region it has consistently underperformed when
compared to national averages, particularly at KS4 and
KS542. The national recruitment crisis is notably acute in
Milton Keynes43 with the average number of teaching
job adverts being placed per school in England is 5.2 –
the average for Milton Keynes is over twice the national average at 11.6. The national recruitment
crisis is set to become an exacerbated problem for Milton Keynes as it is projected to become the
largest conurbation in the South-East region without a university. Such issues, coupled with a
projected 20% increase in the local population by 2025 means Milton Keynes will face increasing and
significant teacher recruitment challenges in the immediate and foreseeable future44. This will
inevitably have negative implications for the educational attainment of local students, school Ofsted
ratings, the local economy as well as local perceptions of teaching as a profession. According to the
Milton Keynes Skills Strategy Report, strategic priority number one for the City is to ‘raise standards in
education and training provision... in order to ensure a strong foundation for economic growth’. The
report highlights consultation findings where a ‘major shortage of good teaching staff’ including
middle leader and senior leaders, subject gaps in English, maths, science, geography and design
technology are a threat to sustainable economic growth. The Skills Strategy Report also notes that
these problems are going to be an increasing problem as the city expands and new schools are built45.
The new city of Milton Keynes is itself one of the UK’s
visionary pioneers with the use of endowment
investments to fund social enterprise, the Milton
Keynes Parks Trust is funded this way with an initial
endowment of a £20m fund of land and commercial
property, with the profits from such investments being
used to maintain and enhance the now much praised
and beloved local environment. Today, the Parks Trust

42

Milton Keynes Council (Oct 2015), ‘School performance and achievement report 2014-2015’.
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has assets valued at over £105m. It is this long-term and visionary approach that has enabled Milton
Keynes to become one of the most prosperous and happy places to live and work in the whole of the
UK aiding the attraction of many national and international headquarters such as Argos, BSI, Domino’s
Pizza, Essentra, Marshall Amplification, Mercedes-Benz, Niftylift, Nissan, Network Rail, Redbull Racing,
Santander, Suzuki, Volkswagen AG and Yamaha Music46. With the city’s excellent business links,
significant teacher recruitment issues, innovative use of endowment funds for the public good and an
historical trend of educational underperformance; the EWF proposes to pioneer and showcase its
work within Milton Keynes before expanding to other areas of the UK. There is no more appropriate
time or fitting place to begin.

46

Devlin, A (Aug 2015), MK Citizen, ‘Best places to make a living: MK ranks fifth in the UK’.
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CONCLUSION
Within a decade of Soloman Northup’s publication and the establishment of the Texas Permanent
School Fund, Abraham Lincoln gave a speech to Congress:
We can succeed only by concert. It is not "can any of us imagine better?" but, "can we all do better?"
The dogmas of the quiet past, are inadequate to the stormy present. The occasion is piled high with
difficulty, and we must rise - with the occasion. As our case is new, so we must think anew, and act
anew. We must disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall save our country47.
Lincoln was speaking before congress to confront the defining issue of his time – slavery. Most
accepted it had to end but no one had the political will to stop it. Remarkably his words are as true
today when applied to one of the defining problems of our culture – a British educational apartheid.
The question is not can we imagine better for the likes of our good schools such as Shenley Brook End
(et al). The question is not even, can we do better? The real question is, why aren’t we doing better?
Can we imagine a future where Shenley Brook End is not just viewed as just a good school as defined
by a narrow set of performance measures - but regarded as a world-class inspirational centre of
learning, which attracts the best teaching talent, where academic performance arises out of a culture
that prizes the development of human character on equal terms; a school which is cherished by its
local community? Such a place is within the means and realisation of the wealthy few but not beyond
the vision and vehicles of our creativity. As such we should seek to develop a new social contract,
aside to that which we have been given and build a perpetual wealth fund that focuses on nourishing
the facets of life that fulfill us all as humans. This would be a wealth fund that is non-political and
interdenominational. A wealth fund that has the ability to provoke a cognitive shift in our culture. A
wealth fund that moves education into the national heart and attracts the best values-driven teachers
into the profession. The Educational Wealth Fund: inspiring people, improving places.

47
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